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RADAR / SCENE

INSIDE EDITION
LUXE TAPPED TALENTED LOCAL DESIGNERS FOR THEIR BEST
SOURCES AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO SHINE A LIGHT ON SOME OF
SOUTH FLORIDA’S FINEST OFFERINGS IN ART AND DESIGN

“The Michael Jon
Gallery, which just
expanded to Detroit,
exhibits global art in
Miami’s up-and-coming
Little Haiti neighborhood.
I am mesmerized by the
owners’ mix of installation
and canvas pieces. It’s a
best-kept secret for art
enthusiasts. Co-owner
Alan Gutierrez is an
exceptional artist himself,
who travels the world
seeking new talent.”
–REGINALD DUNLAP

“My go-to art source is
the ever-surprising
Gavlak Gallery on Worth
Avenue in Palm Beach:
They focus on emerging
artists across different
mediums from all over
the world. Jeremy Lyon
is the director there
and a valued art
purveyor in the area. I
always walk away from
his space with new
insight on interesting
and exciting art.”
–ELLEN KAVANAUGH

COLLABORATION

ARTEFACTO &
JADER ALMEIDA

When Artefacto founder Paulo Bacchi came across Brazilian furniture designer and likeminded visionary Jader Almeida, he knew he had met his match. Almeida’s pieces, such
as the Isa armchair above, with its curvy silhouette and modern lines, share in the brand’s
ethos of simplicity in form. The pair teamed up to bring these pieces to Miami, in a firstever U.S. collaboration, setting up a “shop-in-shop” that now holds a permanent spot at
Artefacto’s Biscayne Boulevard location. The curated collection showcases Almeida’s
distinctive offerings: 1960s-inspired furniture, minimal lighting, natural wood and mixedmetal trays, and his signature cork and marble stools. artefacto.com
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TALKING SHOP WITH
GUIMAR URBINA

THE
WALLPAPER
COMPANY
When did you open up shop? We expanded to our
new and improved South Miami showroom located at
7003 N. Waterway Dr. in August 2015. Why did you
choose Coral Terrace for your new location? It is an
area that we had always targeted and kept an eye on
due to its proximity to the highly desirable and designintelligent communities of Coral Gables, Pinecrest,
Palmetto Bay, Doral and other neighborhoods in South/
West Miami. We felt that these markets were being
severely undeserved, as there is a considerable lack of
specialty wallpaper showrooms operating in the greater
area. Describe your design and vision for the space.
We wanted to create a place in which our customers
would feel empowered about their wallpaper decisions
and be inspired by all of the offerings on display. What
products do you have on the floor? All types of
wallcoverings—wallpaper, vinyl, textile, mica, grass cloth
and so much more. We carry brands like Donghia,
Osborne & Little and Farrow & Ball, to name just a few.
wallpapercompanyshop.com
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“My favorite galleries in Palm
Beach are Wally Findlay
Galleries, Arcature Fine Art
and Gallery Biba. Ryan Ross
of Arcature is well-informed
and curates some of the
best contemporary pieces
in the fine art world. We
also love working with art
consultant Janet SchwartzO’Leary in Connecticut who
makes the most beautiful
art in the country available
in our own backyard.”
–LORRAINE
ROGERS-BOLTON

